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New Catan Merchandise from
Creative Goods Companies (CGC)

by c. RICE

C

reative Goods Companies (CGC) are proud to announce
our new line of Catan® merchandise! These wondrous
items let you represent your favorite game anywhere,
anytime—at home, at the ofﬁce, or best of all—game
night!

Rivals for Catan Playmats:

Catan Zipper Pull:
Make all the zippers in your life
easier to pull, and more stylish with
this perfect travel accessory. Bears
the classic Catan logo in black and
gold.

These new playmats are one of our most exciting offerings.
They provide the perfect card-friendly surface for the classic
two-player Catan variant, help to explain the game and
make gameplay smoother and faster than ever before! Sold
in sets of two mats, one for each player.

Catan Robber Pawns (Glass):
Upgrade your robber with these custom glass pawns. We all
know a game of Catan’s “B” plot is the plight of the robber
and his beloved family, so why not customize your game
with this deluxe game accessory?

Catan Hats:

Catan Hexagonal Phone Holder:

Industry Talk

Keep your phone securely where
it belongs—in your hand! This
phone holder comes in the shape of
every Catanian’s world—the classic
hex—and bears the Catan logo in
gold on a black background. Keep
your phone secure while making
calls, taking pictures (including the
ever-dangerous selﬁe) or surﬁng the
web. The phone you save might be
your own.

Celebrate your love of Catan,
and shade on a sunny day,
with our line of Catan hats!
There’s one for each resource
(Clay, Grain, Ore, Wood, and
Sheep) as well as Navy blue
embroidered caps and a hat
for the best (?) Catan joke of
all time (Wood for Sheep).

continued on next page –
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New Catan Merchandise - continued from previous page.

Return to Catan Luggage Tag:
Make sure your luggage always makes it back to Catan with
this stylish, artful luggage tag. Bears the image of a perfect
Catanian sunrise on one side, with the tagline “Return to
Catan”. On the other side is where you put all the information
Catan”
about your personal corner of Catan so your luggage will
always ﬁnd its way home to you. Not necessarily at the
same time but, you know, eventually.

Catan Slate Coaster Set:
These amazing coasters are
laser-etched with the Catan
logo on handsome, sturdy
gray slate. Make sure to
protect your furniture and your
games from all that annoying,
unwanted condensation.
Perfect for protecting your
valuables or killing ancient
Roman generals when thrown
from rooftops (time machine
not included).

Well that’s all for today! Be sure to visit our back cover to
see most of the items described here and look for Creative
Goods Companies online, on Facebook and on the world
wide web. If you’re a retailer and would like custom
merchandise for your store, please reach out to our sales
director at ddecker@creativegoodscompanies.com
ddecker@creativegoodscompanies.com.

GAMA Trade Show:
March 11-15, 2019
Peppermill Resort
Reno, NV
Origins Game Fair:
June 12-16, 2019
Greater Columbus
Convention Center
Columbus, OH

Please visit Creative Goods Companies,
page 60, Thank you
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